These training props are provided as examples of props used by local fire departments to deliver hands-on training.
The training materials and props presented in this program have been gathered from a variety of sources. If your fire department is not included in this material and you would like it to be, submit your pictures or power point presentation for the next edition.
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Overview of Training Complex
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Reduced Clearance Prop
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Class A Burn Facility – 5 Shipping Containers
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Confined Space

Instruct firefighters in the hazards of Confined Spaces and proper use of equipment.
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Entrance to Confined Space Area

Confined Space Prop
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Confined Space Prop

Exit from Confined Space Area
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LP Gas Tank Fire Prop

Swede Flashover Chamber
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Pump Training / Drafting Pit
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Fire Extinguisher Training Prop
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Forcible Entry Training

Spring Loaded Lock Device
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Forcible Entry Training

Spring Loaded Lock Device